[Effect of Yersinia pestis EV 76 lypopolysaccharides with different levels of toxicity on dynamics of TNF-alpha and INF-gamma synthesis by human monocytes].
AIM. To study dynamics of synthesis of TNF-alpha and INF-gamma by cell line U-937 human monocytes under the effect of Yersinia pestis EV 76 lypopolysaccharides (LPS) with different levels of toxicity: original LPS28 and LPS37 as well as their conformationally--changed variants with enhanced toxicity--complex of LPS with murine toxin (MT) of Y. pestis, and LPS modified by biologicall active compound (BAC) obtained from human erythrocytes. Using phenol method, LPS were obtained from Y. pestis EV 76 cells grown at 28 and 37 degrees C. Production of cytokines was measured by ELISA. It was shown that original and modified forms of LPS28 and LPS37 induce synthesis of both TNF-alpha and INF-gamma by human monocytes. Expression of genes for two ways of synthesis of these cytokines points to activation and transmission of signal induced by all studied forms of Y. pestis EV 76 LPS through TLR4. Levels of activity of MyD88-dependent and MyD88-independent signaling pathways are different and depend from chemical structure of LPS28 and LPS37, conformation of their modified forms and duration of their exposition with monocytes. Dynamics ofcytokine synthesis corresponds to response of synergized TLR on activation with profound agonistic/antagonistic effect. It was determined that conformational modifications of Y. pestis EV76 LPS occurring due to effect of MT and BAC accompanied by quantitative, qualitative and temporal changes of TNF-alpha and INF-gamma synthesis by human monocytes and correlate with increase of their toxic properties.